
 

 
 
 
 

Cyril Saji – Dux Speech 
 
Good morning Principal Mr Schumacher, staff, parents, students, and most importantly, the class of 2018. I’ll admit, as 
opposed to my boisterous and outspoken personality, or the media attention I’ve been receiving in the past few weeks, I 
absolutely hate being the centre of attention and both fortunately and unfortunately, I can’t escape that today.  So, I’ve 
decided that instead of talking about myself today, I’d talk about all of you and the reasons why each and every one of you 
deserve to have your own DUX assembly – speeches, awards, morning tea and all!  I know, I know… you might all be thinking; 
what can this singing, dancing, supremely intelligent and intensely good-looking quadruple threat possibly tell me, a common 
folk that I could ever relate to?  Well, first of all I’m flattered you think that of me, and secondly just try and hear me out for 
the next five or so minutes. 
 
This past year has been the most gruelling, challenging, exhausting and arduous year of my life.  There were late nights, early 
mornings, panic attacks, long hours in the library, fear, crazy schedules, neon highlighters, and oh did I forget to mention, 
panic attacks?  But those are things you all know, or for the class of 2019, things you’ll get to know very, very intimately.  So, 
I’m not going to stand here and go on about the all the struggles and how there was this amazing, blinding light at the end of 
the tunnel, because often, that’s not the truth.  Nor am I going to stand here and tell you that everything will work out just 
the way you want it to, because again, that’s often not the truth – well, not in the traditional sense.  Today I want to tell you 
about why I believe chasing ‘perfection’ is a bunch of baloney.  
 
As most of you would know, I was fortunate enough to be elected the Deputy Head Prefect for 2018, an honour that I’m still 
eternally grateful for.  What most of you wouldn’t know is that the enormity of this title scared me like crazy, in fact it scared 
me to the point of wanting to step down even before the year had started.  You see, I had spent so much of my time at 
Rostrevor looking through a naïve, rose-tinted lens of flawlessness.  As I scoured to see those who had held my position before, 
I saw charitable humanitarians worthy of the Noble Prize, athletes that put my 1-game foray into badminton to shame, and 
people who seemed to have it all … and when I looked at myself I saw none of this.  In fact, I remember one day early on in 
the year when a boy came up to me and said, “I’m so glad you got this position Cyril, it’s so inspiring to know that you don’t 
have to be that great to be a leader!” … needless to say, my ego was on a meteoric rise from then.  
 
Whilst I perfected the skill of better handling the pressures of school, friends and leaderships, and becoming particularly skilled 
at taking prospective families around the grand campus of our school, peppering statements like “Palma Merenti,” and “See 
Further” as I walked across the Valley, I realised that, for all the glossy advertisements, merits, modern buildings and intelligent 
teachers at this school, Rostrevor wasn’t perfect.  That I didn’t need to sell the image of a perfect campus, with perfect teachers 
and perfect students, because that wasn’t the truth and that, was okay.  I realised that for so long I had not only chased but 
expected a notion of perfection for myself and the world around me that I ultimately had no definition for – that I was running 
a blind race hoping to get to a destination I didn’t actually know.  What deluded measure was I using to quantify the success 
of my own lives?  I was looking at my entire life through broken lenses, and yes, I absolutely should have gone to Specsavers. 
But that’s beside the point, and here’s what I want to say; we don’t have to look at life through this broken lens, in fact there 
are so many lenses that you look through and you have to keep searching until you find the view that’s perfect for you.  The 
one thing that we all have the power to influence, is our perception. 
 
Whilst I’m the last person to tell you not to stress, or to not stay-up so late re-writing your notes the night before the exam, 
or to not fight the teacher for that half a mark (sorry Mr Beltrame!), I do have the luxury of retrospect.  So, whenever you find 
yourself stressed out or even disheartened by how far you may have strayed from where you thought you would be, just know 
that you are exactly where you’re meant to be.  The beauty of perfection is that, because we don’t actually have a definition 
of it, perfection can be anything you want it to be – and no ATAR can ever change that, because that’s the power of perception; 
only you can ultimately change it. 
 
  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Before I finish, there are several people I would like to thank for their impermeable impact on my life, many of whom who 
have given the wisdom that I was able to share with you all today.  Firstly, to my teachers – all of you who have been on this 
13-year journey have challenged, inspired and liberated me in ways that I never imagined.  To Mr Hingston, the first teacher 
to have helped me realise my potential, the first to instil within me a drive for excellence and the first to have taught me what 
it is to be a leader.  To Mr and Mrs Hodkinson for helping me realise the power of my voice and teaching me to use it for good. 
To Miss Gehren for making me realise that school and life should be experienced with pure joy and that only then is life truly 
fulfilling.  To Mr Chung for sparking within me a passion for science and teaching me the importance of thoughtful note-taking. 
To Mr Steel for being so malleable and dealing with my anxiety ridden last-minute emails and giving me confidence in my 
abilities.  To Mr Whitefield for showing me the importance of using my skills to make a positive impact on those around me 
and to never fear going against the grain. 
 
And finally, to the teacher that single-handedly changed my life, Miss De Ieso.  Although sometimes I struggled with the way 
you challenged me, the past 4 years of doing English with you has taught me to be perceptive, empathetic, purposeful and 
always full of soul.  So, from the bottom of my heart, thank you.  To the class of 2018 who stopped being friends, but rather 
became family – the years that I have spent at Rostrevor have been enriched by your friendship.  Thank you for giving this 
place so much love and meaning.  
 
And finally, my family.  To my Uncle and Aunty, Linda and Biju; thank you for being my second parents, for checking in on me, 
for inspiring me to dream and for the countless hours of incredible advice – your presence in my life is one of the blessings 
that I cherish dearly.  To Chris for drafting all my work even in the early hours of the morning, for knowing when I needed 
support and, above all, for never giving me sympathy – the way you believed in me even when I didn’t myself meant the world 
to me.  To Christy for filling the house with laughter even in the dullest of moments and pushing me to be the best version of 
myself.  And to Charles – there is no person in the world that I would have wanted to have experienced the past 18 years with 
and, when I leave tomorrow morning, not having you by my side will be the biggest challenge of them all.  And finally, to the 
two most dazzling, optimistic and awe-inspiring people in my life; my parents.  They have given me the most amazing life – 
filled it with books and travel and music, unfailing in their effort to give me incredible role models to look up to, from politicians, 
to writer and artists, but I don’t think they ever realised that people I most want to be like, is them.  My Dad is the most brilliant 
and painfully positive person in my life.  He has shown me that no matter who you are or where you come from, nobody can 
stop you from conquering your dreams.  And to my Mum; whilst most people think about the early mornings, late nights and 
stress I endured, very few know that you have experienced each and every one of those moments with the same veracity as 
me.  You have sacrificed everything for our family, from your accomplished career, to your very own happiness so that we 
could have this life today, and I’m eternally grateful.  So, to my parents, this moment is just as much yours as it is mine, thank 
you and I love you so very much. 
 
Finally, to the Class of 2019, I’d like to end by quoting my Indian-celebrity icon, Mindy Kaling;  
 
“Don’t let anyone tell you that you can’t do something, but especially not yourself.  Go conquer the world.  Just remember 
this; Why not you?” 
 
Thank you. 
 
Cyril Saji 
Rostrevor College Dux 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


